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A WO
ORLD OF
F PROBABILITIES
There is no such thing as a clean, isolated
d relationship in
n economics. Lin
nkages are not o
only common, tthey are the rulee when
mics. Continuously changing prrobabilities, ratther than staticc, invariable relaationships, deteermine
studying ecconomic dynam
outcomes in
n our world. We
W see the consta
ant challenge of divining and tthen expressingg the nature of these relationsh
hips as
core to ourr work. And in those
t
efforts, which
w
we also co
ount among thee greater sourcees of intellectuaal interest, we sseek to
maximize our
o
attempts to
t correctly esttimate potentia
al outcomes an
nd their respecctive probabilitties and cleverrly and
innovatively
y invest by tak
king into accoun
nt the distributtion of those pootential outcom
mes. In the end
d, we must con
nstantly
question ou
ur world views, while
w
ensuring that
t
we do not stray
s
from a discciplined approaach to risk manaagement.

DISCIPLIINED LEARN
NING
Though onee can say as much for just abou
ut any investmen
nt environmentt, macroeconom
mic and capital m
market trends ovver the
past decadee have proved mostly
m
unpreced
dented given thee apparent, stroong relationship
ps to central ban
nk policy. So wh
hile our
methodolog
gy is rooted in a preponderancce of academic literature,
l
the p
past few years h
have shown thatt markets in thee short
term can behave
b
quite errratically. Howeever, this is unssustainable oveer long periodss of time. Like household plum
mbing,
markets can
n maintain max
ximal levels of prressure only so long
l
before theyy fail. It is our o
opinion that thiss time has comee.
The upshot is that we mustt understand that our approach
h may not be ideeal for a range of short-term eenvironments an
nd that
the externa
al expectations for our strateg
gies (those of clients’
c
and of cclients’ clients’)) may be that w
we should adju
ust our
approach acccordingly. Imp
portantly, the In
nnealta Investmeent Committee never will succu
umb to externall pressures to allter the
investment process in ways we cannot sup
pport with intuiition, extensive analytics and ap
ppropriate revieew for fit with p
present
O goal is to heelp our clients achieve their invvestment goals. In that pursuitt, however, we w
will not
philosophy and process. Our
or-of-the-month
h trends. That is,
i we will refusse to dramaticaally alter our aapproaches to aadjust to shorteer-term
chase flavo
abnormalitiies. Even so, wee may modestly adjust them to facilitate
f
a moree temperate ridee.

BANGING
G ON THE MODEL
M
As one exam
mple, the Team maintains an on
ngoing project to
t develop longeer-term views o n factor-supporrtive environmeents (or
factor regim
mes, which wou
uld be times wh
hen portfolio ex
xposure tilts to specific factorss that can be exxpected to proviide the
means for relative
r
outperfo
ormance). Thou
ugh they may bee powerful overr longer-run perriods, well-know
wn investment factors
(e.g. value and momentum
m) may experience long period
ds of underperfformance. For eexample, domesstic value stock
ks have
d we presently aare reviewing eexisting
underperformed growth sttocks in terms of total-return for more than a decade. And
academic work
w
and deveeloping our ow
wn analytics ex
xploring how tthe effects of m
momentum divverge from hisstorical
expectation
ns during times of market stress. Already top of mind, given
n equity markett trends so far in 2016, we thiink the
results of th
his work will pro
ove particularly relevant as we proceed
p
furtherr in to the year.
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GOVERNANCE OF HUMILITY
In all such endeavors, the key to their ultimate success is to leave behind the arrogance of knowledge superiority. Our
processes must ensure that inherent to our decisions is to know that they never will be 100 percent correct, especially in the
short term. Any and all investment choices can be proved in many ways to have been suboptimal with the benefit of
hindsight. Knowing that is half the battle. The other half includes the proper incorporation of balancing factors that can limit
the impact of being incorrect at any point in the decision making process. The cycle is iterative: we observe, analyze, decide,
evaluate and adjust course (where appropriate).

REVIEWING MARKETS: MUCH WORK AHEAD
Readers will note that over the past few months the Investment Committee has sought to bolster the portfolios against some
of the tumult that capital markets have experienced so far this year. The “some of” is congruent to the discussion above and
is a component of the desire to balance the portfolios against the opportunity costs of caution in the present environment.
As the team seeks to fully understand the various concerns rising from all corners of the capital markets and prepare optimal
courses of action, among the top-of-mind topics are the following questions:
1.

What direct effects will sustained low levels in energy prices have on corporate solvency and credit market health and
liquidity? How might these effects differ by sector (e.g. Industrials and Financials)?

2.

How defensible is the presumption that the low-energy-price “tax cut” can support global macroeconomic growth?

3.

How large an impact on the broader credit space might duress in commodities and industrials have on investor appetite
for credit?

4.

How will the views on investment-grade credit exposures track with those of high yield?

5.

How do we adjust our perception of “value” against the possibility of continued global macroeconomic weakness?

As readers might expect, we could go on and on. However, the point was not to present an exhaustive list. Tomorrow there
will be new items to add and new findings to review and incorporate into our investment decisions. Rather, we wanted to
express the danger in believing the global economy moves in direct linear fashions and that those relationships are static in
nature. Additionally, we wanted to express the truly complex and dynamic nature of the pressures and supports for capital
market investments. And both reflect our desire to balance opportunism with the caution that we hope should protect
portfolios from truly onerous volatility and drawdown.

COMMENT ON RECENT MARKET TRENDS
Due to the recent market movements and the ever-increasing availability of opinions about the near-term performance of
both equities and fixed income, we feel it is helpful to address how current shifts in sentiment are affecting our portfolios and
what our team expects throughout the end of 2016.
Our proprietary quantitative framework has indicated for some time now that various equity markets around the globe are
significantly overvalued relative to historical metrics. In our view, this overvaluation has been exacerbated due to
unprecedentedly generous monetary policy and broadly confused and misdirected fiscal policy.
The latest plunge in domestic equity markets has lacked an easily identifiable trigger, though one easily can name more than
a few potential causes: slowing global macroeconomic growth, broad commodity price declines, global geopolitical
instability, generally overvalued developed equity markets, and growing divergence among and uncertainty regarding central
bank policy.
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Ultimately, the correction that we have been expecting may be upon us. We find that our portfolio positioning has held up
very well during this period, in no small part due to decisions made over the last six months. Relevant trades have focused
on:


Prudently trimming high yield fixed income



Privileging exposures on the most stable U.S. Sectors (e.g., utilities, consumer staples) in the Sector Rotation Portfolio



Limiting global equity exposure in the Country Rotation Strategy to those markets with more durable domestic growth
and more attractive valuation dynamics, while avoiding the largest detractors (e.g., Greece, Brazil) to non-U.S. equity
performance

Each of these approaches has resulted in outperformance relative both to our prior positioning and to a range of relevant
benchmarks. Our present shorter-term thinking is that prior to the end of this year:


U.S. equity, on average, will have dipped well into bear market territory



Implicit volatility measures will remain heightened



Central banks will seem increasingly desperate to support capital markets, with resulting efforts likely diminishing
credibility



Global equity and fixed income markets will present multiple and various tactical opportunities to potentially achieve
relative outperformance. Tactical managers further should benefit from an opportunity to provide substantial relative
downside protection and subsequent upside gains to clients once markets find sufficiently firm footing

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The information provided comes from independent sources believed reliable, but accuracy is not guaranteed and has not been
independently verified. The security information, portfolio management and tactical decision process are opinions of Innealta
Capital (Innealta), a division of AFAM Capital, Inc. and the performance results of such recommendations are subject to risks and
uncertainties. For more information about AFAM Capital, Inc. please visit afamcapital.com. Past performance is not a guarantee of
future results.
Any investment is subject to risk. Exchange traded funds (ETFs) are subject to risks similar to those of stocks, such as market risk,
and investors that have their funds invested in accordance with the portfolios may experience losses. Additionally, fixed income
(bond) ETFs are subject to interest rate risk which is the risk that debt securities in a portfolio will decline in value because of
increases in market interest rates. The value of an investment and the return on invested capital will fluctuate over time and, when
sold or redeemed, may be worth less than its original cost. This material is not intended as and should not be used to provide
investment advice and is not an offer to sell a security or a solicitation or an offer, or a recommendation, to buy a security. Investors
should consult with an investment advisor to determine the appropriate investment vehicle. Investment decisions should be made
based on the investor’s specific financial needs and objectives, goals, time horizon and risk tolerance. All opinions and views
constitute our judgments as of the date of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice.
Sector ETFs, such as Real Estate Investment Trusts (“REITs”) are subject to industry concentration risk, which is the chance that
stocks comprising the sector ETF will decline due to adverse developments in the respective industry.
The use of leverage (borrowed capital) by an ETF increases the risk to the fund. The more a fund invests in leveraged instruments,
the more the leverage will magnify gains or losses on those investments.
Country/Regional risk is the chance that world events such as political upheaval or natural disaster will adversely affect the value of
securities issued by companies in foreign countries or regions. Country/Regional risk is especially high in emerging markets.
Emerging markets risk is that chance that stocks of companies located in emerging markets will be substantially more volatile, and
substantially less liquid, than the stocks of companies located in more developed foreign markets.
The MSCI All Country World Index Ex-U.S. is a market-capitalization-weighted index designed to provide a broad measure of stock
performance throughout the world, with the exception of U.S.-based companies. It includes both developed and emerging markets.
The S&P 500 Index is S&P’s broadbased market index representing a sample of leading companies in leading industries. A person
cannot invest directly in an index. Blended benchmarks are rebalanced quarterly.
Securities rated below investment grade, commonly referred to as “junk bonds,” may involve greater risks than securities in higher
rating categories. Junk bonds are regarded as speculative in nature, involve greater risk of default by the issuing entity, and may be
subject to greater market fluctuations than higher rated fixed income securities.
Diversification does not protect against loss in declining markets.
Registration of an investment adviser does not imply any certain level of skill or training.
AFAM Capital, Inc. is an Investment Adviser, registered with the Securities & Exchange Commission and notice filed in the State of
California and various other states. For more information, please visit afamcapital.com. Registration as an investment advisor does
not imply any certain level of skill or training. Innealta is an asset manager specializing in the active management of portfolios of
ETFs.
Contact your financial advisor for additional information.
AFAM Capital, Inc.
12117 FM 2244
Building 3, Suite 170
Austin, TX 78738
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